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THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

1983 was a strange year for politics in San Francisco.
.
~ollowingon the heels of a controversial effort to ban
handguns, Mayor Diane Feinstein was challenged in a recall.
. election earlier in the year, While there was never any
doubt that she would withstand the recall effort, she used
this opportunity to consolidate her political strength in
the community, eventually garnering more than 80 percent of
the votes cast in the recall effort. This overwhelming
victory acted to discourage any viable candidates from
opposing her in her reelection effort in November 1983; and
this set the ,stage for an extraordinarily quiet election
year in this city which is well known for it's political
battles.
The Mayor, County Sheriff, and District Attorney were the
only offices for which an election was to be held in
November 1983, Additionally, a total of sixteen measures
were qualified for the ballot, including Proposition P. The
only other issue of major controversy was Proposition M, a
plan to control downtown and high rise construction in the
city.
.

To many, the Plovember 1983 electi~nwas anti-climactic to
the Feinstein recall election, and a t v ~ eof Ietharqy.
permeated the political environment. Just days before the
election, Registrar of Voters Jay Patterson predicted a 35
percent voter turnout, the lowest turnout for a mayoral
election in recent history.

-

A sudden increase of voter interest in the final three days
of the campaign resulted in a turnout of 47 percent; and the
relatively young and female group which apparentlycontributed to this last minute spurt of voter participation
probably accounted for the ultimate success of the campaign
to uphold the San Francisco smoking control ordinance.
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EDITORIAL CLIMATE

As in past elections of this type, editorial writers were
generally pre-disposed to oppose mandatory smoking
restrictions. We believe this reflects a practical reality
of newspaper operations: many workers with no individual
offices gathered together in large open areas, with probably
a relatively high percentage of smokers to nonsmokers. It
would be impractical for most newspapers to readily
accomodate laws such as the San Francisco smoking workplace
ordinance; and, in recognition of this, we believe editors
are predisposed to oppose ordinances that would make their
own lives unbearable.

.
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I'V. SIGNATURE GATHERING ACTIVITIES

'

The signature gathering efforts of independant contractor
Tom Bader and his associates was conducted in a professional
manner'in a sihort time frame in a hostile environment.
While signatures were being gathered, a campaign committee
was formed under the name of Citizens Against Government
Intrusion (CAGI) which involved several political activists
from various elements of the community. The group of
persons that :formed the initial CAGI Board created the
nucleus for the eventual development for a broad based
coalition of persons opposed to Proposition P.
When signature gathering began, however, the issue of
tobacco company financial involvement assumed an important
place in most newspaper reports about the signature
gathering effort. The "tobacco money" issue was to haunt
the campaign for the duration, and undoubtedly was a major
element in the failure to overturn the smoking control
ordinance.

.

In hindsight, one is forced to ask whether something could
have been done at these embryonic stages to prevent the
tobacco money issue from becoming a central point of focus
for the campaign. If signatures could have been gathered
through volunteers, that would have delayed the issue and
pernaps prevented it from ever becoming central. l r money
could have been raised from non-tobacco interests in the
city of San Francisco, that would have prevented it from
becoming a key. issue; or if some other issue could have been
made more important to reporters, that might have shifted or
softened the focus, perhaps preventing the money issue from
being so critical later in the campaign.
+

However, we do not see how either of the first two options
would be possible; and we are unable to identify any other
issue which might have made reporters change their focus.
Therefore, we can not recommend how the signature gathering
effort could have'been handled any better.
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ADVERTISING

Outdoor Advertising

Early research indicated there was a high voter awareness of
the Proposition P issue, so extensive use of outdoor
advertising was contra-indicated. Therefore, only a modest
effort was made to post "No on P" signs. $6,000 was
expended in this reqard; all of these funds were dedicated
to-small signs affixed to utility poles, billboards, e t c . on
major thoroughfares in target areas of the city.
.2

-

Point o f Sale

..

15,000,000 matchbooks were printed with the.No on
Proposition P message and were distributed during the month
of October. Additionally, 5,000 point of sale display
easels were prepared and distributed through volunteers from
tobacco man~f~scturers
and wholesalers in the city. These
easels were sttocked with 300,000 brochures which included an
application for an absentee ballot.

The inability of the campaign to obtain adequate television
and radio advertising time undoubtedly contributed to
failure of the Proposition P campaign.
In 1980, the Proposition 10 campaign purchased 1526 gross
rating points (GRP) of television and 31643.1 GRP of radio
during the final three weeks of the campaign. In 1983,
however, despite our best efforts, we were able to obtain
only 829 GRP of television and 595.6 GRP of radio.
Broadcast advertising was conplicated by demands of
chronicle Broadcasting, Inc. (owner of KROM-TV and KNBR
radio) .that our advertising state that campaign financing
was provided by tobacco companies. This written statement
was added to television spots on KRON; rather than provide
an oral declaration of tobacco financing on radio
commercials, the radio advertising placement on KNBR was
canceled.
We reiterate the concerns we expressed in 1980 that

something must be done legislatively or administratively to
make it easier to obtain access to the airwaves.
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Newspaper Advertising

..
'

In a low turnout ballot measure campaign, newspaper
advertising can be very important. High interest voters are
.
liable'to read newspapers on a daily basis and are more
inclined to.read newspaper advertisements than the general
public, Additionally, in a community with tremendous ethnic
diversities such as San Francisco, ethnic newspapers are a
very good way to'reach small target groups.

-

In the Proposi,tion P campaign advertisements were purchased
in about 15 community newspapers, representing the Hispanic,
Black, Filipino, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Gay, Jewish,
Catholic, and Westside neighborhoods, Additionally, the
equivalent of about three pages of advertising were
purchased during the last five days of the campaign in the
San Francisco Examiner and the San Francisco Chronicle, the
city's daily newspapers.
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Slate Mailings

Extensive work was done to combine our campagin efforts with
those of other community political organizations to prepare
and mail "slaten mailings, 428,000 pieces of mail were sent
out throuqh the slate mailins Droqram. G ~ O U D Swith which v:s
participated in mailing of sla'te recommendations were the
Democratic Party of San Francisco, the Chinese-American
Democratic Club, the Chamber of Commerce, a coalition of
Hispanic organizations, the Irish-American Alliance, the
AFL-CIO, COPE, and other local Democratic organizations. No
Republican organizations prepared or mailed slate ballot
recommendations.
'

.

Direct Mail

Fifteen different pieces-of mass direct mail were prepared
and distributed on behalf of the No on Proposition P
campaign, representing a total of 428,000 pieces of mail.
The mail was,concentrated among persons who had a record of
voting in prior city elections, and a special emphasis was
given to the voters in the high turnout and relatively
conservative Westside; persons in the Black and Gay.
community; as well as persons who were reached by a
telephone canvasing operation and who indicated that they
were opposed to the workplace smoking ordinance or were
persuadable on the issue.

.
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PHONEBANK ACTIVITIES

Beginning about 10 weeks before the election, telephone
calls were ma,de to a target group of about 65,000 voter
households. The purpose of this telephone operation was to
. identify persons who were either opposed to the workplace
smoking ordinance or who said that they were persuadable on
the issue.
Following contact by telephone, each person received a
pers-onalized letter and a request for an absentee ballot
application, About 12,000 persons were identified who
claimed to be opposed to Proposition P, and an additional
11,000 were identified who said they had not yet decided how
they were going to vote on the measure.
Both groups were singled out for special contact through
direct mail and through recontact by telephone during the
l a s t few days of t h e campaign.

'
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NEWS COVERAGE

As has been indicated earlier, the issue of tobacco company
contributions to the campai.gn was the predominant item of
interest to news reporters in San Francisco. Despite the . . '
best efforts of the campaign staff and management,
newspapers, radio, and television stations were never
diverted away from this issue and it remained the focal
point for all discussions of the campaign.
Notwithstanding this focus on the spending issue, newspaper
covecage was relatively well balanced. There was at least a
genuine effort made by reporters to cover both sides of the
issue and to portray the ballot measure accurately.
.

,

The same can not be said of television reporting.' KGO-TV in
particular was viscous in its assaults on the campaign,
going so far as to fabricate a story which shed doubt on the
legality of the signature gathering process.
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,Likewise,KROBI-TV news reporters (see previous discussion of
television advertising) went out of their way to emphasize
the spending i,ssue and to frame the election question around
whether or not the voters would be swayed by the amount of
money spent.
Radio coverage largely mimicked newspaper coverage. While
no television endorsed either side of the campaign, the two
largest radio stations in the market, KG0 and KCBS, both
endorsed the No on Proposition P campaign.
Every major newspaper in the city endorsed the No on
Proposition P campaign including all daily newspapers, all
black newspapers, all gay newspapers, and most of the other
ethnic newspapers. To our knowledge, no newspaper endorsed
the Yes on Proposition P campaign.
Californians for Nonsmokers Rights did an excellent job of
urging television stations to give them free television
advertising time. Additionally, they were able to convince
KRON-TV that.the station should require our campaign to
identify our advertising as having been "paid for San
Franciscans Against Government Intrusion which is
financially supported by companies in the tobacco industry."
This requirement by KRON-TV stimulated extensive discussion
by other television stations, radio stations, and daily
newspapers in the city. In fact, this action by KRON served
as a kind of c,stalyst to the "money" issue, driving this
issue into very sharp focus in the final days preceeding the
election.

THE YES ON PROPOSITION P CAMPAIGN

IX.

The Yes on Proposition P campaign was well managed, tightly
focused, selected the issues appropriate to the problem, and
made efficient use of their limited resources,
They.succeeded in making the spending issue a major focus of
public attention and, having created public focus on the
spending issue, effectively discouraged the public from
receiving and believing our major arguments.
Additionally, unlike prior campaigns, they focused clearly on
the health issue in the final days of the campaign, bringing
the public's attention to the most devestating argument
available to them;

'

.
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A 30 second television commercial featuring Board of
Supervisors President, Wendy Nelder, was very effective in
describing the ordinance in terms most beneficial to
ordinance proponents. Additionally, two mailings of about
80,000 pieces each in the final days of the campaign played
a crucial role in winning the election for the Yes on
Proposition P side. One of these mailers denounced 10
"lies1' the tobacco industry was telling about the campaign.
Although all of their allegations were fabrications, the
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that tobacco c!ompanies, "will do anything to protect their _
profits,. .even lie to you."
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The coup de =ace was a mailing depicting photographs of six
movie stars and singers, ipcluding John Wayne, Humphrey
Bogart, Nat King Cole, and Betty Grable. This mailer asked
the question "Why would these six famous people want to vote
Yes on Proposition P?" The answer inside was that they all
died of lung cancer and,Proposition P would somehow help to
fight lung cancer.
-
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Clearly, the Proposition P proponents were unscrup%ous;
nevertheless they played their hand very well and the reward
for a very well r-un campaign was victory on election day.

